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These teacher notes have been designed to complement the Victorian Essential Learning Standards. 

Activity suggestions are arranged according to theme and/or broad focus area. This arrangement is 

designed to serve educators as a useful guide toward drawing cross-curricular links across VELS 

domains and to complement whole school planning.  

Themes will be addressed across learning strands via activities relating to domains of relevance that 

draw upon applicable knowledge, skills and behaviours (VELS dimensions). 

Activity suggestions can be adapted by teachers to suit student levels. 

 

Notes for The Grimstones are divided into the following themes;  

3 

theme #1: communication ......................................................................... 4 

theme #2: family.......................................................................................... 8 

theme #3: story .......................................................................................... 11 

theme #4: books ........................................................................................ 13 

theme #5: theatre arts ............................................................................... 14 
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about The Grimstones 
 

STORY 

Martha Grimstone is gifted with the ability to read dreams. She lives with her mother (Velvetta) and 

grandfather (Elcho), and secretly reads her mother’s longing for more babies. Her father (Mortimer) 

died when she was a baby and her mother still grieves. 

Martha urges Elcho to cast a spell that will create a baby, but he refuses. In the dead of the night, 

Martha tiptoes back into Elcho’s lab and works the spell herself, producing a large egg, which 

hatches to reveal a strange looking, three-legged baby boy, Crumpet Grimstone. Like his 

grandfather he has magical abilities, but he will never fully grow up – he’ll have the mind of a child 

forever. 

The Grimstones was created by Asphyxia and directed by Gabrielle Griffin and Kelly Parry, with 

music composed by Ania Reynolds.  

Storytellers/Puppeteers: Asphyxia (as Gertrude Grimstone)  

 Paula Dowse (as August, Gertrude’s assistant)  

 

ABOUT ASPHYXIA 

Asphyxia is a deaf circus performer turned puppeteer. She has created theatre shows which have 

toured nationally and internationally over the past decade. 

Asphyxia has a background in ballet, and has trained with Circus Oz and the National Institute of 

Circus Art. In 2006 Asphyxia encountered master puppeteer Sergio Barrio on the streets of 

Guatamala and was introduced to the world of marionette theatre and puppetry. 

The Grimstones took Asphyxia eighteen months to create.  She designed, built and handcrafted each 

of the marionettes as well as the set.  

As a Deaf artist, Asphyxia creates works that reflect and strengthen Deaf culture and values - 

providing positive modelling and validation for Deaf audiences.  

For more information on The Grimstones and Asphyxia visit: www.asphyxia.com.au 

 

PRE-SHOW: For some students, seeing The Grimstones may be a first experience of live theatre. 

The following page can be used as a worksheet to promote discussion on what constitutes 

appropriate audience behaviour at a live performance. 
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theatre etiquette 
 

Live theatre differs greatly from other medium such as film or television. For audiences, the 

experience of seeing a live performance differs to that of watching a pre-recorded one. For 

performers as well, working to a live audience is vastly different to performing in a studio to a 

camera.  

 

What constitutes appropriate audience behaviour at a live theatre event? 

 

Certain behaviour is expected of audiences at live theatre events. Please ensure that you observe the 

following; 

► Arrive on time. Missing the start of a performance will diminish your enjoyment and/or 

understanding of the piece. It will also disrupt the show for others. 

► Turn off any mobile phone or other electronic device. These are disruptive to the performance and 

distracting to audience members and performers. 

► If necessary, visit the bathroom prior to the commencement of the performance. Going to the 

bathroom during the performance disrupts the show for yourself as well as others. 

► A member of the front of house staff will usher you to your seats. Follow their directions. 

► When the lights dim, it is a signal to quiet down. 

► During the performance observe the following;  

no photography  

no talking 

no eating food  

remain seated 

► Applauding or cheering is the most appropriate way to acclaim the performance and performing 

artists. Ordinarily this occurs at the conclusion of the performance.  

► You may also laugh at something funny, “oooh” at something surprising etc. Make sure your 

responses don’t detract from others’ enjoyment of the show. 

All of the above are to ensure that you and other audience members get the most out of the 

production and your visit to the theatre.  
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learning activities  |  theme #1: communication 
 

The Grimstones is designed for both hearing and Deaf audiences. The focus of 

the following activities is on different forms of communication including 

physical action, sound and fine art. 

 

SIGN LANGUAGE 

Domain/s: Interpersonal development; English; Civics and Citizenship 
Dimension/s: Working in teams; Speaking and listening; Civic knowledge and 

understanding; Community engagement 
 

Asphyxia, the creator and lead performer of The Grimstones is a Deaf artist. In The Grimstones she 

signs using Australian sign language (Auslan). 

Have students address the following:  

► How do you think life would be if you were unable to hear sounds?  

► What kind of difficulties might you have from day to day?  

► What kind of support or assistance might be helpful to you?  

Explain to students that Auslan is the language of the Deaf community of Australia. Their website 

can be visited at: http://www.auslan.org.au/ 

Access a copy of the Australian sign language alphabet. A version by Deaf services Queensland’s 

can be found on a PDF file prepared by Asphyxia at: http://fixiefoo.typepad.com/thegrimstones/ 

attachments/The%20Grimstones%20Teaching%20Resource.pdf  

Together with students, study and learn the sign language alphabet. Use it to spell one another’s 

names and to sign messages to one another. In learning to sign, note that right handed people 

fingerspell with the right hand and left handed people fingerspell with the left hand; shapes of 

letters should be clearly formed; the signer should pause slightly between words. 

Explain to students that in addition to individual signs for the letters of the alphabet, Auslan also 

has signs for words and phrases. An interactive signbank dictionary where students can look up 

words and phrases can be found at: http://www.auslan.org.au/dictionary/search 

Have students prepare and perhaps record messages of welcome to any hearing impaired visitors 

that might come to your school. 

Discuss with students what it takes to master a language. 
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learning activities  |  theme #1: communication 
 

MIME  

Domain/s: Interpersonal development; Arts 
Dimension/s: Working in teams; Exploring and responding; Creating and making 
 

Have students explore how they might communicate with one another using mime, eg. how could 

they:  

► ask for a sandwich or a drink 

► invite a friend to the beach 

► ask for a new red pen 

► tell someone that there is a snake behind them 

► ask a teacher to help them with a problem 

► indicate that they want to go to the library 

Identify how mimed communication is most effectively achieved. 

Working in small groups, have students try to convey original or well-known stories through 

movement and/or dance instead of words. Students may use/create music, costume, props to 

enhance their action.  

 

SOUND  

Domain/s: Interpersonal development; English; Arts 
Dimension/s: Working in teams; Speaking and listening; Creating and Making 
 

The Grimstones was designed for hearing and Deaf audiences. Where students have seen the 

performance, have them consider how the story could be re-designed to work for audiences who 

may be blind or vision impaired.  

Rehearse and produce a retelling of The Grimstones (or another story) that is designed for audiences 

who cannot see. This could be created as a radio play or sound recording. Student responsibilities 

could include narrative voices, characters’ voices, sound effects, background music, bridging music 

between scenes, as well as sound recording operator/s.  

Alternatively the performance could be created as an interactive live theatre event that incorporates 

senses other than hearing, eg. audiences may be invited to touch, smell or taste elements relevant to 

the narrative. 

This activity may serve as an effective lead in to projects on the senses, blindness, Braille, seeing eye 

dogs, volunteer work.  
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learning activities  |  theme #1: communication 
 

PARA LANGUAGE  

Domain/s: Interpersonal Development; LOTE; Arts 
Dimension/s: Working in teams, Language awareness; Exploring and responding; 

Creating and making 
 

Even when we don’t understand or cannot hear words that are spoken, there are other elements 

through which we can understand much about what is being said. Have students watch a foreign 

language drama (video recording) and encourage them to guess what is going on in the scenario. 

Consider how non-verbal elements aid the communication. Have students identify what made it 

possible to interpret relationships and communication between the scene’s characters, eg.non-

verbal elements such as volume, pace, pitch, pause, facial expression, eye placement and motion, 

action, breath, tone and intensity. These non-verbal communicative elements that occur alongside 

or parallel to spoken word can be defined as ‘Paralanguage’. 

Speaking gibberish, have students explore using sound and action in order to communicate 

sympathy, encouragement, distrust, love, hate, secrecy, inferiority, superiority, etc. Are other 

students able to recognise these feelings? Identify why and how.  

Have students prepare dramatic scenarios in gibberish or LOTE, and see how closely others are 

able to glean the essence of the relationships and communication between characters. Identify skills 

and qualities that help/hinder clear communication. Discuss how this would apply to getting by 

within LOTE cultures where not all of the words are understood. 

 

ILLUSTRATION 

Domain/s: Personal learning; Interpersonal Development; Art 
Dimension/s: Managing personal learning; Working in teams; Creating and making; 

Exploring and responding 
 

A person who cannot hear relies on other ways to communicate. One way of communication is 

through illustration. Without using words, have students create illustrated instructions that teach 

something through picture and symbol only, eg: 

► how to use a washing machine 

► how to get from location A (eg. Federation Square) to location B (eg. the MCG) 

► how to make a cheese and tomato jaffle 

► how to buy a 2 hour concession ticket from a MET machine 

► how to use a photocopier, telephone, camera, etc, 

Alternatively, have students communicate a story or experience through flashcard illustrations.  

Share illustrations with one another, and identify any gaps or misinterpretations in how they may be 

read. Revise accordingly. 

NOTE: These activities can also be done through mime, communicating instructions and stories 

through physical movement and gesture.   
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learning activities  |  theme #1: communication 

 

PERSONAL OBJECTS 

Domain/s: Personal Learning; The Arts 
Dimension/s: Managing personal learning; Creating and making 
 

Asphyxia, the designer/creator/perfomer of The Grimstones says: 

‘Nothing in the world gives me greater pleasure than creating things - 

whether by stitching, performing, drawing, sculpting, writing or building.’   

Secretly allocate each student the name of another student from the class for whom they are to 

create a personal and very small object such as a brooch or button. Objects are to be designed and 

tailor-made to call out to the student for whom it is being made. Objects are not to include written 

word. 

Display the miniscule objects to the whole class. Have students explain which objects they feel 

communicate or call out to them, and why.  

Present objects to students for whom they were designed. 
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learning activities  |  theme #2: family 
 

The focus of the following activities is on the unique dynamics and importance 

of family. 

 

WHAT IS A FAMILY 

Domain/s: Interpersonal development; English 
Dimension/s: Working in teams; Speaking and listening; Writing 
 

Have students address the following: 

► Traditionally families were considered to be parents and their children.  

► Many people live in families that are different from traditional families.  

► What are some of the different ways that families can be made up?  

► What makes a family a family?  

Students can express points of views via discussion, writing, fine art or performance. 

Together with students define the term ‘family’.  

 

QUIRKY FAMILIES 

Domain/s: Personal learning; Interpersonal development; English; Arts; ICT 
Dimension/s: Managing personal learning; Working in teams; Speaking and listening; 

Writing; Creating and making; ICT for communicating 
 

Asphyxia, the creator of The Grimstones was captivated by the quirks of ‘The Addams Family’, an 

eccentric family who lived in a gloomy gothic mansion. Where possible, view episodes or excerpts 

of the original 1960s television program or the 1991 movie version and discuss its appeal. Have 

students discuss other fictitious television families and identify their appeal. 

Working in small groups, have students conceive their own quirky family, and make up stories 

concerning the family members that would make for a hit television series.  

Pitch ideas to the entire class in written, spoken, dramatised and/or data-show format.  

Where possible, produce episodes or previews of some episodes. 
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learning activities  |  theme #2: family 
 

GENERATION GAPS - POINTS OF VIEW 

Domain/s: Personal learning; The Arts; English; 
Dimension/s: Managing personal learning; Creating and making; Speaking and listening; 

Writing 
 

In The Grimstones, Martha thinks her grandfather should create a baby for Velvetta, but her 

grandfather thinks differently. Discuss with students different ways in which children and their 

parents/guardians might see things.  

Have each student write/create two short monologues, both on the same topic: One of the 

monologues should be spoken as a child, the other as the child’s elder (eg. parent, grandparent, 

guardian). Monologue topics that children/adult characters could talk about could be: 

► what they love to do; 

► what they are scared of; 

► how they feel people should behave; 

► how they feel about computer technology; 

► how they feel about mice, money, television, etc. 

In preparing to perform their monologues, encourage students to consider not only what they say, 

but how they might use their voices and bodies to project their age and attitudes.  

For each set of monologues discuss when and why children and adults might see things in 

similar/different ways. 

 

FAMILY TREE 

Domain/s: Personal learning; Interpersonal development; English; Arts 
Dimension/s: Managing personal learning; Working in teams; Speaking and listening; 

Writing: Making and Creating 
 

In The Grimstones we are told that the books featured in the performance belonged to the great, 

great, great, great, great grandparents of Gertrude Grimstone, the storyteller. Where students have 

seen The Grimstones, have them prepare a family tree of the Grimstone family (see the story on page 

2 for character names and relationships). The family tree can include both characters that students 

learned about during the performance, as well as characters whom they imagine may have been part 

of the family. Have students write a biography and create illustrations for each family tree member.  

Students can write or perform stories involving the characters featured on the Grimstone family tree. 

Extension: Have students interview and gather information from family members, and prepare 

their own family’s family trees. These may include collage, photographs, illustrations, maps of 

locations that family members came from, memorabilia, etc. 

Display family trees and have students each prepare a short talk explaining their roots. 
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learning activities  |  theme #2: family 
 

SADNESS  

Domain/s: Interpersonal development; Personal Learning; English 
Dimension/s: Working in teams; Managing personal learning; Speaking and listening; 

Writing 
 

In The Grimstones, the character of Velvetta is very sad. She misses her dead husband very much. 

Discuss what friends and family members can do when someone who they love is deeply miserable. 

What kinds of things might make the sad person feel less miserable? 

Have students write a note of support that Martha, Elcho, or a family friend might write to Velvetta. 
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learning activities  |  theme #3: story  
 

The focus of the following activities is on narrative and storytelling. 

 

LEAD UP STORIES - FOLLOW ON STORIES 

Domain/s: Interpersonal development; Personal Learning; English; The Arts 
Dimension/s: Working in teams; Managing personal learning; Speaking and listening; 

Writing; Creating and making 
 

Where students have seen The Grimstones, have students invent stories concerning Grimstone family 

members that might have happened in the past (eg. what Elcho did when he was a young man, how 

Velvetta and Mortimer met) or what might happen in the future (eg. how Crumpet might use his 

magical abilities; what Martha will be when she grows up). These stories could be relayed in spoken, 

written or dramatised form. 

 

IMAGINE IF  

Domain/s: Interpersonal development; Personal Learning; English; The Arts 
Dimension/s: Working in teams; Managing personal learning; Speaking and listening; 

Writing; Creating and making 
 

Where students have seen The Grimstones, hypothesise what might have happened had certain things 

in the story been different, eg. if Martha had magical power; if Mortimer Grimstone had not died; if 

Elcho Grimstone had agreed to Martha’s request to create a baby. 

Have students follow one or more “What would have happened if...” questions and retell the story 

accordingly. Stories can be retold in written, spoken, illustrated or dramatised form. 

 

MESSAGES 

Domain/s: Interpersonal development; Personal Learning; English 
Dimension/s: Working in teams; Managing personal learning; Speaking and listening; 

Writing 
 

Have students address the following:  

Many stories communicate messages. Have students address the following: What messages or 

lessons do The Grimstones communicate? Are those messages communicated in other stories too? 

Which stories? Why might it be that different stories communicate the same messages?  
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learning activities  |  theme #3: story  
 

STORIES TRIGGERED BY LOCATIONS  

Domain/s: Interpersonal development; Personal learning; Arts; English 
Dimension/s: Working in teams; Managing personal learning; Creating and making; 

Speaking and listening; Writing 
 

The sets in The Grimstones represent various rooms in the Grimstone family home.  

Working individually or in small groups, have students create their own fold-out rooms of other 

homes. Where students have seen the production, encourage them to use the detail given to The 

Grimstones set as inspiration for their own fold-out fabrications. 

Have students make up stories that occurred in or around the home/s that they have fabricated. 

Stories may be historic, gloomy, comic, or wacky.  

Have groups relay their stories to the class through writing, dramatisations, or as tour guides 

conducting a historic tour through the home. 
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learning activities  |  theme #4: books  
 

In creating The Grimstones Asphyxia notes that she finds it magical that 

something as ordinary as a pile of paper pressed between two pieces of cardboard 

can be opened to reveal endlessly mysterious and delightful worlds. The focus of 

the following activities is on the make up, appeal, and changing form of books. 

 

TALKING BOOKS 

Domain/s: Interpersonal development; Personal Learning; English; ICT 
Dimension/s: Working in teams; Managing personal learning; Writing; Speaking and 

listening; ICT for communicating 
 

Talking or recorded books were originally produced for people who were vision impaired. But in 

recent years they have also become popular with people who can see well. Have students discuss 

when and where talking books might be a good idea for people who are not vision impaired.  

Explain to students that because of talking books and e-books (electronic books) there are concerns 

that people will lose their love of books made of paper pages that can be physically touched. Have 

students consider the merits and disadvantages of audio books, e-books, and books made of paper. 

Ideas can be presented via debate, discussion, writing, performance, hard-copy or data-show. 

 

JUDGING A BOOK BY ITS COVER 

Domain/s: Interpersonal development; Personal Learning; English; The Arts 
Dimension/s: Working in teams; Managing personal learning; Speaking and listening; 

Creating and making 
 

Have students articulate what they expected The Grimstones would be like prior to seeing the 

production. Following the performance have students comment on things in the show that they 

had not expected.  

Have students consider the saying ‘don’t judge a book by its cover’ and brainstorm a list of things that 

might be different on the inside to how they appear on the outside. Is there something to be 

learned about judging things before seeing or knowing about them? 

Practical activity: In The Grimstones, giant books are opened, and much like ‘pop-up books’, each 

reveals a fold down room, something we rarely would expect to find when opening a book. 

Using boxes and craft materials, have students design and prepare their own giant books, or boxes, 

that can be opened to reveal something unexpected. For example: the book might appear to be very 

grubby and dull but it might open to reveal an interior that is very grand and luxurious; the book 

might appear to be delicate and sparkling but the inside might be a nightmarish locale; etc. 

Create an interactive book or box exhibition, allowing viewers to open and close books/boxes that 

reveal the unexpected. 
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learning activities  |  theme #5: theatre arts 
 

The focus of the following activities is on theatre craft, creation, production, 

review and appreciation. 

 

REVIEW 

Domain/s: English; The Arts; Design, Creativity and Technology 
Dimension/s: Responding; Writing; Speaking; Analysing and evaluating 
 

The following can be used to frame a written or spoken review of The Grimstones: 

► Identify major themes, issues, ideas in The Grimstones.  

► What do you think inspired Asphyxia to create the production? 

► What was the impact of the production? How did it make you feel?  

► Do you think hearing and Deaf audiences would perceive themes in the production in the same 

way? What might they perceive differently? 

► Why do you think humour was incorporated into an otherwise serious production? 

► What stood out most in the production? Why?  

► List any elements in the performance that you considered ineffective or unnecessary. How might 

the production be improved?  

► Identify the skills of the actors and puppeteers.  

► Traditionally marionette puppeteers are hidden from view. In The Grimstones, the puppeteers interact 

with the puppets. What effect did this have? 

► Comment on the design of the sets, props, puppets. Which giant book did you like best? Why? 

Which puppet/character did you like best? Why? 

► Compare The Grimstones with other live performances and puppetry forms you may have 

experienced. 

► Rate The Grimstones out of 10. Explain strengths and weaknesses of the production to justify your 

rating. 
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learning activities  |  theme #5: theatre arts 
 

PUPPETRY  

Domain/s: Interpersonal learning; Personal learning; The Arts 
Dimension/s: Working in teams; Managing personal learning; Creating and making 
 

The Grimstones feature a variety of puppetry techniques. Where students have seen The Grimstones, 

discuss the mechanics and manipulation of the puppetry in the production. 

Working in small groups, have students explore animating objects such as a book, a bolt of fabric, a 

chair, etc. Can they make the object appear to breathe, wake up, walk, stagger, float, fly? Can they 

make the object appear to be happy, sad, grumpy?  

Have students research various puppetry styles and collaboratively design and construct puppets for 

characters of their choosing. Puppet styles may include black theatre puppetry, slot puppetry, string, 

glove, shadow, rod, bunraku.  

Students can create performances with their puppets. 

Informative puppetry web site: http://www.sagecraft.com/puppetry 

Practical puppet building resource: ‘The Puppetry Handbook’ by Anita Sinclair 

 

MOVE LIKE A PUPPET  

Domain/s: Interpersonal development; The Arts 
Dimension/s: Working in teams; Exploring and responding; Creating and making 
 

Have students explore moving across the space as though they were marionette puppets. Working 

in small groups, have one person take on the guise of a marionette, and together with the other 

students in the group work on ways in which to make it appear that their group are manipulating 

their movements via imaginary strings or rods. Change roles.  

Rehearse synchronised performances in which an actor/puppet appears to be manipulated by other 

group members (puppeteers) to execute simple tasks such as pouring a cup of tea, preparing a meal, 

etc. Groups may be given the option of using music for their performances. Identify the skills 

involved in making the interconnection between puppet and puppeteer actors both engaging and 

convincing. 
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learning activities  |  theme #5: theatre arts 
 

MOOD MUSIC 

Domain/s: Interpersonal development; The Arts 
Dimension/s: Working in teams; Creating and making; Exploring and responding  
 

Music is used in The Grimstones to add to the mood and atmosphere of the production. 

Allocate small groups a short piece of music each. Ask them to listen to the piece several times, and 

to share and articulate what they feel it suggests or evokes. Identify how certain tempo, volume, 

rhythm, instrument sounds and combinations may contribute to the creation of particular moods.  

Using the music as inspiration, have groups script and then rehearse a scene (dialogue) to be 

performed with their given piece of music as background mood-music.  

View these. Have students consider: Did the music add to the atmosphere of the scene/s? How? 

Comment on the effect that the music had on the scenes? Would the impact of the scenes differ if 

performed with no background music? Would the impact of the scenes differ if performed with 

different background music? (Try this.) 

Alternatively, have students create and play music for each other’s scenes 

 

THEATRE DESIGN 

Domain/s: Interpersonal development; Personal learning; The Arts 
Dimension/s: Working in teams; Managing personal learning; Creating and making 
 

Where students have seen The Grimstones, discuss the impact of the fold-out books in the 

production as used to represent various locations in the Grimstone’s home.  

Using The Grimstones sets as inspiration, have students design sets and props for theatre 

performances of other stories. Construct models of designs.  

Extension: Create performances using sets/props that students have constructed. 

 

TABLEAUX  

Domain/s: Interpersonal Development; The Arts 
Dimension/s: Working in teams; Exploring and responding; Creating and making 
 

Organise students into groups of 4 - 6. Each group is to create 4-6 interrelated tableaux (frozen 

poses) on a given theme. Each tableaux must involve the entire group. Themes of relevance to The 

Grimstones may include: grief, fear, family, acceptance of difference. 

Using a tambour or a visual cue, beat a slow regular rhythm and ask students to be in each of their 

4 tableaux positions by count 8 of every 8 beats, eg. using counts 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 to move into the next 

tableaux.  

Give groups some time to consider and work on how they might move between tableaux (on 

counts 1,2,3,4,5,6,7) in order to reflect given themes. Using music may also be an option. 

Perform these for one another. Share responses. Assess whether/how chosen themes were 

reflected. 




